
8a.
Out of the ordinary



What activities can you see on the pictures 
in the text?



Ex. 1.               Find the sports.



Ex. Fill in: work, read, go, paint, watch, play



Vocabulary
1. Strap-пристегнуть ремень

2. Entrains-участники

3. Knocks-удары

4. Bounce-подпрыгивать

5. Whizz-промчаться

6. Bizarre-причудливый

7. Originated-происходил

8. Rolling-вращаться

9. Addicted to-пристраститься

10. Slide-скользить

11. Opposing-противостоящий

a.  Move very fast - Быстро ездить

b.  Hooked on - Увлечься

c. Competitors – соперник

d. Strange – странный

e. Turning over many times – 
поворачиваться много раз

f. Hits – удары

g. Fasten – застегивать

h. Rival – соперник

i. Slip – скользить

j. Jump – прыгать

k. Started – начинать



Vocabulary.
Interests.

Question:Which of the followings do you enjoy in your free time?

Answer: I enjoy __________________________ in my free time.



Ex. Match the words then use them to 
complete the sentences. 

1. Football is a very popular______.
2. They beat the ___ and won the championship.
3. Their teacher gave them a ______of what to expect in the exam.
4. A forceful wind can create amazing _______in the desert.
5. Sam`s mother told him not to ______ on the bed.
6. Chris _____________ the hill on his snowboard.
7. I think zorbing is a ___________.
8. The boys spent the afternoon in the pool playing with their _______.



ex.7 p.123

My favorite activity is water skiing. You need the following equipment 
to water ski: water skis, a life Jacket, bindings, water ski ropes, water 
ski tubes and, of course, a boat and a large area of water. To water ski 
you must remember to relax, breathe slowly and don't panic! Team work 
is essential. You must be able to communicate effectively with the boat 
driver and the observer. I like this sport because it is exciting and a good 
way to get rid of stress. You can enjoy a day out with your friends and 
family.


